Walking, cycling, Nordic walking, swimming, tennis, angling... head for the great outdoors, get some exercise, fill your lungs with fresh air and do something good for yourself.

Our towns are in idyllic settings framed by the wooded hills of the Spessart and the Odenwald forest. Take a boat trip on the river Main and experience the scenery from a totally different perspective.

Welcome!

Information about Miltenberg, Bürgstadt and Kleinheubach:
- sightseeing, events and guided tours
- accommodation and special breaks
- walks and cycle trails
- group programmes and much more...

Miltenberg, Bürgstadt and Kleinheubach Tourism Association
Rathaus, Engelplatz 69, 63897 Miltenberg, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)9371 404 119, fax: +49 (0)9371 9488 944
tourismus@miltenberg.info, www.miltenberg.info
Miltenberg is proud of its beautifully preserved old quarter with its attractive squares, narrow winding lanes and magnificent buildings. Discover Miltenberg’s many charms - red sandstone, fine half-timbered architecture, the past and the present.

In need of a relaxing break? Ready to switch off, enjoy some peace and quiet and see nature at its best? Our mountain villages - real gems that have preserved their original character - are just a few miles away in the Odenwald forest.

Well worth a visit are the palace in Kleinheubach, built by the master builder Johannes Dientzenhofer, and in nearby Bürgstadt the St. Martin’s Chapel with its paupers’ Bible, the Renaissance town hall and, last but not least, the vineyards.

Enjoy a spot of shopping and the warm local hospitality. Let our chefs tantalise your tastebuds and step into another world.